
A Successful Start to Your Cloud Journey

Many organizations want to utilize Azure but don’t know where to start. A 
successful cloud adoption journey starts with a clear, data-driven understanding 
of your current environment and how it translates to cloud services. 

Cloud is a different operational model, but when properly implemented it 
enables accelerated digital transformation and reduces time to market for your 
products and services. Our Azure Readiness Assessment, which is aligned with 
Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption Framework, provides you with an analysis of where 
you are now and a roadmap of your next steps.

Areas of Focus 

As our Azure experts create your customized roadmap, they keep your business 
objectives in mind while focusing on the following key areas of the cloud 
adoption journey.

SECURITY & COMPLIANCE: Meet company-specific requirements while 
aligning with CIS and NIST benchmarks. 

COST CONTROL & GOVERNANCE: Avoid wasted cloud spend with best 
practices configurations and ensure guard rails are in place. 

OPERATIONS INTEGRATION: Improve existing processes and update 
tools to account for  cloud operations. 

RISK AVOIDANCE: Eliminate the possibility of exposure early in the 
planning process to continue through the entire cloud journey.

WHAT YOU GET

• An audit of the application 
workloads running across 
your landscape and an in-
depth understanding of their 
resource utilization

• Execution Strategy that in-
cludes an adoption roadmap 
customized to your specific 
business objectives

• Detailed TCO and cost esti-
mate with options for both 
“lift and shift” and Azure-op-
timized scenarios, including 
right-sized licensing

WHY CHOOSE US?

• Team of experienced and 
certified Microsoft Azure 
engineers and consultants

• Leading Microsoft Gold Part-
ner focusing on Microsoft 
cloud services

• Service provider that can 
lead you through the entire 
transformation journey
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How to get started 

Lunavi’s sales and engineering teams are ready to help you assess your current 
landscape and map out your journey. To get started, contact your Lunavi 
representative or email us at sales@lunavi.com


